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Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the challenges governments face in balancing civil
liberties against the exigencies of public health amid the chaos of a public health emergency.
Current and emerging pandemic response strategies engage diverse civil liberties, including
mobility rights, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, and the right to liberty and security
of the person. As traditionally conceived, the discourses of civil rights and public health rest on
opposite assumptions about the burden of proof. In the discourse of civil and political rights
of the sort guaranteed under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the onus rests on
government to show that any limitation on rights is justified. By contrast, public health discourse
centers on the precautionary principle, which holds that intrusive measures may be taken—limits
on social gatherings, for example—even in the absence of complete evidence of the benefits of
the intervention or of the nature of the risk. In this report, we argue that the two principles are not
so oppositional in practice. In testing for proportionality, courts recognize the need to defer to
governments on complex policy matters, especially where the interests of vulnerable populations
are at stake. For their part, public health experts have incorporated ideas of proportionality in
their evolving understanding of the precautionary principle. Synthesizing these perspectives, we
emphasize the importance of policy agility in the COVID-19 response, ensuring that measures
taken are continually supported by the best evidence and continually recalibrated to avoid
unnecessary interference with civil liberties.

Analysis and Conclusions
First, the Charter rights analysis and the precautionary principle in public health have more in
common than first meets the eye. Both require governmental decision-makers to adopt means
of controlling outbreaks that are least rights-infringing, and to revisit their decisions as new
evidence and responses emerge. This is very important, as it means governments and public
health officials cannot be complacent. For example, if evidence emerges that COVID-19 can
be controlled without restricting movement across provincial borders, or that outbreaks can be
contained without strict lockdowns as infection rates fall, then governments must recalibrate their
precautionary measures to both protect against the virus and be respectful of civil liberties. At the
same time, governments are entitled to take public health objectives seriously. It is evident that
the decision to rapidly restore civil liberties in other countries, most notably the US, has actually
harmed rights and the fight against COVID-19 in the long run, since it has necessitated the reintroduction of restrictive measures as cases re-emerge in even higher numbers than at the outset
of the pandemic.
Second, public health officials need to understand that the burden of proof will be upon them in
a Charter case to justify any rights infringement. They must be able to point to some evidence for
their choices. This means staying on top of the evidence and being responsive.1
Third, notwithstanding debates about courts’ effectiveness in an emergency, it is essential that
courts remain capable of hearing challenges to executive and legislative overreach during
the pandemic.2 Majoritarian political processes are not particularly effective at ensuring that
differential impacts of policies on vulnerable groups are considered and addressed. Courts play
an important role in hearing these types of challenges—it is a core component of their mandate
under the Charter.3 While courts at all levels have done a remarkable job of adapting to the new
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environment—moving a largely paper-based justice system online in a matter of weeks in the
midst of a pandemic—they need to continue to prioritize and expedite the hearing of challenges
to executive overreach and the constitutionality of legislation while also making progress on cases
that were stalled as a result of COVID-19.4
Fourth, in a more pragmatic vein, we should acknowledge that sound public health policy will be
respectful as possible of civil liberties, not just because that is what the law requires but because
that is the best way to get ‘buy-in” from the public. By the same token, civil libertarians must be
candid about the fact that right and freedoms have limits—the Charter does not commit us to
“dying with our rights on” in the face of a deadly pandemic. We advocate for the continued effort
of public health officials to strive for least restrictive measures, protecting public health while
ensuring maximum freedom.
Fifth, and relatedly, any assessment of our COVID-19 response must attend to how these laws are
enforced on the ground—and specifically, whether marginalized populations are disproportionately
burdened, whether through discriminatory enforcement, or the sheer impossibility of complying
with regulations that assume individuals can afford protective equipment, and have a home where
they can safely shelter. It is unlikely that the courts will be an effective buttress against these
concerns, given the cost and the difficulty of proving discriminatory enforcement, and so it will
likely fall to civil society to track these issues and press for solutions. At the same time, it is
important to recognize that marginalized populations have also been disproportionately affected
by the pandemic, with substantially higher mortality rates amongst specific demographic groups.
As such, those who argue that their rights are being infringed are creating risks for these vulnerable
populations.
In conclusion, rights are not trumps against collective goal of public health; what rights demand
of government, instead, is reasoned justification—evidence showing that interferences with civil
liberties are proportionate to government aims. In this sense, the vigilant defense of civil liberties
can encourage the timely revisiting of precautionary measures—something that has been a
challenge in its application to public health. As such, a dynamic, evidence-based policy approach
can be fully respectful of both civil liberties and the goals of public health.
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Reconciling Civil Liberties and Public Health in the Response to COVID-19
Introduction
Within the span of a few months, a new virus named SARS-CoV-2 (which causes the disease
COVID-19) has altered the course of nations and the world, introducing rapid and sweeping
changes to our lives, social interactions, government functioning, and global relations. Most of us
have accepted the need for measures designed to slow the pandemic’s spread and buy ourselves
time—time for our hospitals to treat cases without being overwhelmed, time to study the disease
and develop treatments and (hopefully) a vaccine. But measures taken to “flatten the curve” have
imposed real collateral damage, some in the register of public health: the cancellation of elective
surgeries has stalled the treatment of life-threatening diseases, almost certainly putting lives at
risk; lockdown orders have impacted mental health, causing some to suffer anxiety, depression and
a heightened risk of suicide; “sheltering at home” poses a higher risk of physical harm for victims
of domestic violence; and globally, the disruption of the economy and government services will
exacerbate problems of food insecurity.5
Measures taken in response to COVID-19 also involve trade-offs between individual rights and
the collective goals of public health. Such trade-offs are at play in the federal, provincial, territorial
and municipal responses to COVID-19. Trade-offs between rights and government objectives are
a common feature of policy making. In Canada, these trade-offs must comply with a range of laws,
including the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms [Charter]. Section 1 of the Charter allows
individual rights to be limited provided that the limit is prescribed by law and proportionate.6
Many of the measures introduced as a result of COVID-19 limit individual rights in some way, and
we are beginning to see court challenges on diverse legal grounds.7 The question is whether the
limitation on rights is justified based on the information the government has available to it at the
time.
In this briefing, we want to first outline some of the impacts on civil liberties resulting from this
pandemic and response efforts, and then discuss the underlying legal principles that guide thinking
about civil rights and public health. The term “civil liberties” refers to a range of activities that
citizens are (or should be) generally free to engage in without government restraint—including
things like freedom of religion, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and so on. Some
civil liberties may be given legal protection through a range of legal sources, most fundamentally
through entrenchment in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. In the discussion that
follows, we explore the interaction between civil liberties and collective goals of public health
using the framework provided by the Charter to show that rights are not trump cards in the way
it is often thought, and that they need to be balanced with public health goals such as protecting
people from suffering and death from COVID-19. In many circumstances, moreover, public health
goals are not just good public policy—they are rights-enhancing in their own way.8

An Overview of Civil Liberties Engaged by COVID-19
Freedom of Expression
From the very beginnings of the COVID-19 outbreak, the importance of freedom of expression
has been starkly evident, as Chinese physician Li Wenliang went public with concerns over
a SARS-like outbreak in Wuhan City, only to be detained by police and forced to recant in a
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public statement. Li would die of coronavirus shortly thereafter. These events are a poignant
illustration of how civil liberties are often integral to the advancement of public health. Closer
to home, concerns around freedom of expression take a different form. One issue has been
the proliferation, on social media, of misinformation and conspiracy theories about COVID-19.9
This in turn has prompted some discussion of enacting laws to punish individuals responsible for
spreading pandemic misinformation.10 Such a law would clearly engage the Charter’s guarantee
of freedom of expression.
Freedom of Assembly
Canadian provinces and municipalities have imposed various restrictions which directly impact the
Charter freedom of peaceful assembly: limitations on public gatherings; stopping visitors to longterm care homes; restrictions of recreational amenities; and mandatory quarantine orders against
specific individuals.11 The federal government, employing the Quarantine Act, has limited entry
into the country and now imposes a 2-week quarantine on citizens returning from abroad. Many
of these measures are enforced by significant fines (e.g., up to $100,000 for a first offence and
$500,000 for a second offence in Alberta)12 and even imprisonment (e.g., in addition to fines up
to $100,000, Ontario’s shifting limits on the size of indoor and outdoor gatherings are punishable
by up to a year’s imprisonment).13
Freedom of Religion
The pandemic response—and specifically restrictions on public gatherings—also impinges on
religious freedom. Both in Canada and the US, we have seen flare-ups of coronavirus from religious
services,14 and yet some of the most vocal pressure to lift lockdown measures has come from
religious groups.15 President Trump has drawn upon this pressure to galvanize his general push for
a hasty reopening of the US economy.
When people suggest that these restrictions impair religious freedom, they are not wrong: section
2(a) of the Charter offers broad prima facie protection to religious freedom, which can only be
limited in accordance with section 1 of the Charter.16
Mobility Rights
The federal government has also limited travel into the country—closing off borders to all foreign
nationals—initially exempting the US but eventually including its residents. Canadian nationals
and permanent residents are allowed re-entry but are required to self-quarantine for 14 days
upon arrival. At points during the outbreak, some provinces (New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, Newfoundland and Labrador and Quebec) have prohibited “non-essential” travel (tourism
and social visits), implementing checkpoints at points of entry where travelers are questioned.
More recently, the Atlantic provinces have established an “Atlantic bubble”, allowing residents
of Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick to travel
without the 14-day quarantine imposed on visitors from non-Atlantic provinces. There are, however,
signs that these restriction are being eased as the pandemic is brought under control: for example,
Manitoba recently lifted its requirement that visitors self-quarantine for 14 days, limiting it to
travelers with symptoms and/or prior exposure to COVID-19.17 Nevertheless, these restrictions
represent a considerable interference with civil liberties, limiting mobility rights protected under
section 6 of the Charter in a way that affects profound interests such as the ability to reunite with
family, pursue a livelihood and so on.18
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Rights to Liberty and Security of the Person
Many provinces have restricted visits to long-term care (LTC) homes, whether mandating that
visits be outdoors and socially distanced, or preventing visits altogether.19 In Ontario, for example,
public health officials have issued directives “strongly recommending” that LTC homes ban nonessential visits20 and many Ontario LTC homes have implemented this recommendation. While
Charter protections operate only against government action, it could be argued that the Charter
applies to no-visitor policies in LTC homes. There is some precedent for (e.g.) hospitals being
held accountable under the Charter. In Eldridge, the Supreme Court of Canada concluded that
hospitals in British Columbia were required to provide sign language interpretation services in
order to comply with the Charter’s section 15 guarantee of equality.21 Supposing nursing homes are
treated analogously (on the basis that they perform the specific government function of providing
health care, are largely publicly funded, and are extensively regulated by government), the right
to have visitors could be protected by the Charter’s section 7 right to “life, liberty and security of
the person, and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of
fundamental justice.”22 There is growing evidence that separating LTC home residents from their
families has profound psychological consequences and can even prove fatal.23 As concerns the s.7
interest in security of the person, residents of overcrowded LTC facilities may rely on regular visits
from family and friends to provide care (bathing, feeding), and as a check on possible neglect.
A more difficult question is whether this potential deprivation of life and security of the person
is in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice. Limits on visitation were arguably
justifiable as the pandemic unfolded, but as the outbreak comes under control, government has
less intrusive measures available to it to protect residents and staff, such as requiring that visitors
wear masks, to be screened for symptoms, etc. This suggests that no-visitor policies might be
inconsistent with the prohibition on overbreadth and gross disproportionality, two principles of
fundamental justice.24
Municipalities have implemented a range of measures to promote physical distancing and limiting
the use of public space. Many of these measures are backed by fines or even the possibility of
imprisonment. These restrictions have a particularly acute impact on the homeless and precariously
housed, who are more reliant on public space.25 Such measures may also engage section 7.
Specifically, measures which could result in imprisonment engage the liberty component of section
7,26 whilst measures which have a significant impact on the psychological well-being of individuals
engage security of the person.27 The Charter jurisprudence tells us that measures which impair
liberty and security of the person cannot be overbroad or grossly disproportionate.28 It is unclear
whether all municipal regulations meet these standards, especially as far as the homeless and
precariously housed are concerned.
Privacy Rights
As the pandemic has unfolded it has become clearer that significant testing and contact tracing
using cell phone apps may be an important tool in battling COVID-19, yet these technologies also
raise privacy concerns. The requirement for a certain level of uptake in order for these technologies
to be effective adds to the complexity of their use.29 In some foreign jurisdictions (e.g. Spain) police
have used drone technologies to monitor the population and enforce lockdown measures. Closer
to home, the Ontario government initially provided first responders, including police, the names,
addresses and dates of birth of those who have tested positive for COVID-19—an extraordinary
breach of health information privacy which has unsurprisingly invited legal challenge.30 In normal
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times, such measures would seem like the stuff of dystopian science fiction. But these are not
normal times. The question here, as with all of the interferences with civil liberties enumerated
above, is whether government can furnish reasoned, evidence-based justification for the choices
it makes.
Discriminatory Enforcement
Many of the measures described above share an important cross-cutting feature: they purport
to regulate quotidian activities—social gatherings, shopping trips, workplace protocols—in part
through moral suasion, but ultimately through police powers. The Black Lives Matter movement
has recently drawn public attention to the racial and other biases that are endemic in policing and
in the criminal justice system more broadly. There is good reason to worry that (e.g.) sweeping
powers to police public gatherings might be used to harass marginalized populations.31 The
Policing the Pandemic Mapping Project32 has tracked enforcement of COVID-19 response
measures nationwide, and in a recent report jointly published with the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association, details how enforcement by police in some provinces has disproportionately targeted
Indigenous, Black, LGBTQ+ and other marginalized populations.33 For a number of reasons, civil
rights protections are not well-suited to preventing or redressing these sorts of systemic effects.
Any given police interaction with members of a marginalized group may, in isolation, appear
justified, notwithstanding a larger pattern of discriminatory policing in the aggregate.
A related concern is that police oversight of day-to-day activities may, in some instances, serve as
kindling point for needless confrontations. Again, the Black Lives Matter movement has brought
long overdue public attention to the unnecessary escalation of police use of force in settings ranging
from traffic stops to mental health emergencies. Seemingly benign responses to COVID-19—such
as the recent move, in several jurisdictions, to mandate face masks in indoor public settings—
may encourage confrontations along similar lines, disproportionately impacting some groups.34
While it is true that mask laws generally target store owners as opposed to individuals, there will
undoubtedly be scenarios where individuals refuse to wear masks, the police are summoned, and
the matter escalates to involve use of force. To be clear, the issue is not that mandating masks
in indoor public settings is a serious infringement of (say) the Charter right to “life, liberty and
security of the person”: it almost certainly is not,35 given that comparable public health measures
(seatbelt and helmet laws) withstand constitutional scrutiny.36 Rather, the issue is that allowing
police to regulate day-to-day activities can serve as a pretext for harassment of marginalized
populations and needless escalations of force—and that courts are not well-equipped to monitor
or prevent these eventualities. These considerations must be given weight as we balance the pros
and cons, especially as far as enforcement measures are concerned.

Civil Liberties under Public Health Emergencies
In a fast-moving pandemic, governments are forced to make urgent policy maneuvers impacting
civil liberties in a vortex of uncertainty, without the luxury of prolonged deliberation. Very often,
actions are taken on the basis of executive orders, pursuant to emergencies legislation, even
without legislative debate.37 In such situations, decision-makers may be forced to lean more
heavily on first principles—choosing to employ restrictive measures which may ultimately prove
unnecessary or overreaching in deference to the precautionary principle, or deciding not to act
in deference to civil liberties.
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As traditionally conceived, the discourses of civil rights and public health rest on opposite
assumptions about the burden of proof. In the discourse of civil liberties of the sort that are
translated to rights protected under the Charter, the onus rests on government to show that any
limitation on rights is justified. By contrast, public health discourse centers on the precautionary
principle, which holds that action should be taken—even actions that impact civil liberties—to
mitigate potentially catastrophic risks even in the absence of complete evidence of the benefits of
the intervention or of the nature of the risk. Anthony Fauci, Director of the U.S. National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, captures the precautionary principle with his now-famous maxim,
“If it looks like you’re overreacting, you’re probably doing the right thing.”38
This ideological contrast between civil liberties and public health is not as stark as it first appears,
however. In the domain of Charter rights, civil liberties do not actually operate as trumps. The
possibility of limiting individual rights is made explicit in section 1 of the Charter, which states that
Charter rights are subject to “such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably
justified in a free and democratic society.” But it is important to note that the government cannot
rest on its laurels here—it will usually be required to marshal evidence in support of its actions to
justify limitations on fundamental rights like privacy, freedom of religion or freedom of association.
Specifically, government must be able to demonstrate that measures taken are directed toward
a “pressing and substantial” objective, that the measures are rationally connected with that
objective, that the measures are minimally impairing of the rights, and that the overall value of
the measure is great than the cost of the rights infringement.39 This decision-procedure, called
the Oakes test after a leading 1986 ruling by the Supreme Court of Canada, is demanding of
government—and so it should be, if we are to take rights seriously.
Having said that, it would be a mistake to suppose that the courts apply uniform standards to
all section 1 analyses. In some cases, the courts will be less deferential to government at the
section 1 stage, such as in criminal law matters—an area where the court feels most confident
in its institutional competence, and where the state is the “singular antagonist” of the claimant’s
rights.40 By contrast, the courts can be more deferential to government in Charter cases that
involve complex, “polycentric” trade-offs between multiple individuals41—particularly vulnerable
individuals (e.g., low-skilled workers,42 children43). This reflects, first, the view that courts cannot
claim the same degree of institutional competence over polycentric questions, and, second, that
laws protecting vulnerable people should be shown special deference lest the Charter “simply
become an instrument of better situated individuals to roll back legislation which has as its object
the improvement of the condition of less advantaged persons.”44 The Court has also indicated
that government should be granted wider latitude to justify measures enacted in response to
national emergencies.45 These considerations suggest that courts are likely to be deferential
to government actions taken in response to COVID-19.46 Such measures, designed to “flatten
the curve” and achieve statistical improvements in survival rates, are quintessentially complex
and polycentric. Likewise, the primary intended beneficiaries are paradigmatically vulnerable
populations—the elderly and immunocompromised.
In the domain of public health, decision making has been guided by the precautionary principle—a
principle which initially stood for the idea that, where there is serious risk, we should act even
without full evidence before us because if the risk is real the consequences can be horrific. Emerging
out of the environmental movement, the principle is increasingly being applied to public health.
While in the environmental sector the trade-off is often adoption of a technology or an economic
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benefit versus environmental protection, the dynamic is different in public health. In particular, the
application of the precautionary principle in public health often fails to recognize that precautions
themselves may bear significant risks.47
For example: lockdown measures imposed as a precaution against COVID-19 may deter people
seeking receiving essential health care, or trigger mental health issues, or even cause dangerous
disruptions in the food supply. It has certainly caused huge economic shocks and the loss of jobs
and income which will in the longer run have an impact on health. In other words, there are risks
on both sides of the ledger. Wise public policy will interrogate all the risks and their probabilities.
To ignore the costs of precautionary measures amounts to what behavioural economists call
“probability neglect”. In the context of the current pandemic, the double-edged sword of
precaution is becoming increasingly evident as the unintended consequences of the measures
mount—medical care deferred, schools closed and parents’ ability to return to work impaired,
increasing mental health impacts not to mention a federal deficit north of $300 billion.
The public health community had been increasingly alive to these considerations, and its
application of the precautionary principle has evolved to incorporate a more balanced accounting
of the risks avoided and the risks created by precautionary measures. For example, the European
Commission’s guidance on the precautionary principle48 incorporates various sub-principles which
echo the commitments of Charter law, including principles of proportionality, non-discrimination,
and consistency with measures taken in areas where scientific data are available. Thus, the civil
liberties and public health framings are best seen as complementary, and both can be advanced
in tandem—provided decision-makers continually evaluate the necessity of intrusive measures
and endeavor to minimize interferences with civil liberties. This may explain why there have not,
to date, been successful legal challenges to intrusive public health measures taken in response to
COVID-19. Of course, evidence around the efficacy of response measures is constantly evolving,
and if governments are not responsive, it is possible that courts will intervene in the months and
years to come.

Preliminary Thoughts on Balancing Civil Liberties and Public Health in the Management
of the COVID-19 Pandemic
While in retrospect it is often easy to criticize the action of decision-makers, it is important to
recognize the degree of uncertainty that they face at the time decisions have to be made. At the
outset of the pandemic, COVID-19 posed an uncertain but potentially catastrophic risk, as made
most evident by the experience of Italy. Once could argue that Canada did not take aggressive
enough precautionary actions: in particular, Canada has been criticized for not closing its borders
earlier, for not adopting masking, and for not introducing more extensive measures to prevent
spread in long-term care facilities49 and correctional facilities.50
As the pandemic evolved, so has Canada’s response, along with a calibration of its risk mitigation
strategy—initially with very strict limitations on the numbers permitted to gather, followed by a
gradual re-opening. This approach is consistent with precautionary decision-making and individual
rights and, at present, has appeared to bring the epidemic under control. As we move forward,
the focus will be on identifying least restrictive measures. One such measure is the introduction of
mandatory masking indoors which may permit workplaces and businesses to re-open.51
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From an individual rights perspective, it is not clear that laws requiring masking engage Charter
rights at all.52 Section 7’s guarantee of life, liberty and security of the person does not protect
against what might be called “trivial” intrusions on liberty.53 Rather, the section 7 liberty interest
protects “only those matters that can properly be characterized as fundamentally or inherently
personal such that, by their very nature, they implicate basic choices going to the core of what
it means to enjoy individual dignity and independence.”54 It seems unlikely that choosing not to
wear a mask in a pandemic qualifies as this type of choice. Given that municipal by-laws punish
those who refuse to wear masks with a fine rather than imprisonment, there is no immediate
deprivation of liberty in that respect either.55
This is not to say that government should ignore liberty interests in developing masking policies,
but only that the interests on this side of the ledger are not especially weighty, certainly when
compared with the emerging evidence of the benefits of wearing masks to slow transmission of
COVID-19 and the social benefits associated with re-opening schools and businesses.56
It might also be argued that these fines constitute cruel and unusual punishment under section
12 and possibly section 7 of the Charter when applied to the impecunious because of their
heightened exposure to such fines due to practical difficulties associated with accessing masks
and their inability to pay fines.57 Access to masks and ability to pay fines are therefore important
considerations in fashioning and enforcing any masking by-law.
From the standpoint of both the precautionary principle and individual rights, then, properly crafted
and enforced masking policies are sound policy given the present state of extant evidence. Moreover,
to the extent that these policies allow individuals to get back to “normal life” more quickly, they
may actually be rights-enhancing, in the sense of promoting the section 7 rights to life, liberty and
security of the person, as well as free expression, movement and freedom of religion.58

Analysis and Conclusion
Drawing together these observations about the theory and practice of civil rights and public
health, five points stand out. First, the Charter rights analysis and the precautionary principle
in public health have more in common than first meets the eye. Both require governmental
decision-makers to adopt means of controlling outbreaks that are least rights-infringing, and to
revisit their decisions as new evidence and responses emerge. This is very important, as it means
governments and public health officials cannot be complacent. For example, if evidence emerges
that COVID-19 can be controlled without restricting movement across provincial borders, or that
outbreaks can be contained without strict lockdowns as infection rates fall, then governments
must recalibrate their precautionary measures to both protect against the virus and be respectful
of civil liberties. At the same time, governments are entitled to take public health objectives
seriously. It is evident that the decision to rapidly restore civil liberties in other countries, most
notably the US, has actually harmed rights and the fight against COVID-19 in the long run, since
it has necessitated the re-introduction of restrictive measures as cases re-emerge in even higher
numbers than at the outset of the pandemic.
Second, public health officials need to understand that the burden of proof will be upon them in
a Charter case to justify any rights infringement. They must be able to point to some evidence for
their choices. This means staying on top of the evidence and being responsive.59
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Third, notwithstanding debates about courts’ effectiveness in an emergency, it is essential that
courts remain capable of hearing challenges to executive and legislative overreach during
the pandemic.60 Majoritarian political processes are not particularly effective at ensuring that
differential impacts of policies on vulnerable groups are considered and addressed. Courts play
an important role in hearing these types of challenges—it is a core component of their mandate
under the Charter.61 While courts at all levels have done a remarkable job of adapting to the new
environment—moving a largely paper-based justice system online in a matter of weeks in the
midst of a pandemic—they need to continue to prioritize and expedite the hearing of challenges
to executive overreach and the constitutionality of legislation while also making progress on cases
that were stalled as a result of COVID-19.62
Fourth, in a more pragmatic vein, we should acknowledge that sound public health policy will be
respectful as possible of civil liberties, not just because that is what the law requires but because
that is the best way to get “buy-in” from the public. By the same token, civil libertarians must be
candid about the fact that right and freedoms have limits—the Charter does not commit us to
“dying with our rights on” in the face of a deadly pandemic. We advocate for the continued effort
of public health officials to strive for least restrictive measures, protecting public health while
ensuring maximum freedom.
Fifth, and relatedly, any assessment of our COVID-19 response must attend to how these laws are
enforced on the ground—and specifically, whether marginalized populations are disproportionately
burdened, whether through discriminatory enforcement, or the sheer impossibility of complying
with regulations that assume individuals can afford protective equipment, and have a home where
they can safely shelter. It is unlikely that the courts will be an effective buttress against these
concerns, given the cost and the difficulty of proving discriminatory enforcement, and so it will
likely fall to civil society to track these issues and press for solutions. At the same time, it is
important to recognize that marginalized populations have also been disproportionately affected
by the pandemic, with substantially higher mortality rates amongst specific demographic groups.
As such, those who argue that their rights are being infringed are creating risks for these vulnerable
populations.
In conclusion, rights are not trumps against collective goal of public health; what rights demand
of government, instead, is reasoned justification—evidence showing that interferences with civil
liberties are proportionate to government aims. In this sense, the vigilant defense of civil liberties
can encourage the timely revisiting of precautionary measures—something that has been a
challenge in its application to public health. As such, a dynamic, evidence-based policy approach
can be fully respectful of both civil liberties and the goals of public health.
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